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Winning Strategic Corporate Partnerships 

With special guest, Ben Swart, Head of New business, 

Corporate Partnerships, NSPCC

In this bundle we explore four key elements of winning corporate partnerships:

1. Which companies to go for? (How to choose your Dream 10)
2. Four strategies for securing meetings with those Dream 10 companies
3. How to set the frame early in those meetings, so that companies share information that 

could help you create a persuasive proposal
4. How you could respond late in the meeting

Why consider strategic partnerships now

Now, building strategic corporate partnerships is more important than ever because:

• Other ways of giving like individual giving following TV adverts / mailings etc are no long 
as effective

• Companies are far less likely to just write you a cheque (ie give in a purely philanthropic 
way); or want to do ever more sponsored events (there is a limit to how many times a year 
they can ask their employees to ‘do something silly’ for charity.)

Two kinds of value 

If we are to make use of the opportunity that genuine partnerships present, our job is to work 
out:

1. how to access the value (ie not only money, but also the company’s reach and expertise) 
to help our beneficiaries. 

2. and also how to add genuine value to them, so that it is in their interests to want those 
partnerships to grow and grow.

The scale and expertise that companies can bring to helping your charity solve its mission 
are huge. For example, nearly two years ago, before its partnership with O2 (Telefonica) if 
the NSPCC had spent huge resources on keeping children safe in using the internet on their 
phones, the most they could have hoped reach would have been perhaps 50,000 children. 
Now, through the partnership, they reach 4,000,000!

Whenever you go to buy a phone from an O2 store for a young person, you can now get good 
advice on how it can be used safely. 10,000 staff in stores have been trained how to do this. 
This kind of extraordinary shift in a charity’s ability to achieve its mission is entirely different 
compared to what would have happened if they had merely sought a donation or some em-
ployee fundraising. 

This kind of extraordinary shift in a charity’s ability to achieve its mission is entirely different 
compared to what would have happened if they had merely sought a donation or some em-
ployee fundraising.
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Choosing which companies to go for - The Dream 10 strategy

As in many other areas of life, you increase your chances of success by narrowing your focus. 
There are several reasons for this, but two of them are:

• Unless you make your list much shorter, you’ll never be able to persevere in seeking 
meetings / inviting to your events / building relationships with any one company for long 
enough to develop a really strong relationship that can turn into something valuable. 

• If you do make the list much shorter, it becomes possible to signal to your colleagues, 
‘ambassadors’ (well-connected business people who like your charity) and potentially your 
trustees, which companies you’d love to get an introduction to. 

Time and again participants on the Corporate Mastery Programme have told Ben and I that 
when they are very specific in seeking introductions to a relatively small number of companies, 
some of their contacts become surprisingly helpful in suggesting possible introductions. 

Steps 1 and 2 for working out possible Dream 10 Companies

Create a long list using these four steps.

Step 1. In simple terms, work out the ‘avatar’ of a typical supporter/person 
moved by your work – who are your typical supporter(s)? What do they like 
to do, and read, and watch?

?
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Already these two questions should enable you to cross off a number of companies which 
were always going to be hard work to convince to meet you / raise money for you, because it 
made little sense in marketing terms.

Note, most companies – even ones with immense marketing expertise - are much less sophis-
ticated in thinking strategically about their philanthropy than you would expect. So it’s really 
important that we understand the logic of why it makes sense to proactively create partner-
ships where there is a match. This enables us to explain to them simply and clearly why at the 
very least it is in the interests of a company to meet us or come to our ‘find-out-more-about-
us’ event. 

Confidently explaining to them that ‘the sort of person who buys their products’ (or works 
in their shops), is exactly the sort of person who cares about the issue our charity addresses’ 
makes a big difference. They still initially may not get the power of this match at a deep level, 
because they were probably brought up to see supporting charity as a purely philanthropic 
thing to do (ie to behave otherwise, seek benefit can makes you bad person) but explaining it 
clearly is good a start. 

Step 2. Work out the companies for whom the avatar above is the target 
market – which category of company / or specific companies want to market 
to the person you just described? (There can also be potential if the avatar is 
the typical employee of a company).

?
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Steps 3 and 4 for working out possible Dream 10 Companies

Although we did not explain this in the film, here are two more powerful questions to ask your-
self.

Step 3. Your charities’ problems / barriers to achieving our mission (other than money) – what 
are your charities’ biggest headaches? What are key barriers to making a difference to (more 
of) your beneficiaries? And which ones would cost your charity the most money?

• For example, had we asked this question about the NSPCC (a large children’s charity in 
the UK, where Ben works) two years ago, one answer we might have come up with is: a 
big barrier is how hard (and expensive) it is for us to reach children with our advice about 
keeping safe in how you use your phone. (We only reach up 50,000, which is far too low, 
given that our remit is to do what we can to protect all children in the UK) 

• A fundraiser from a charity supporting schools in South Africa initially could only sug-
gest that what her charity needed was money. When Ben and I asked her what are all the 
things her charity needed to spend the money on, she in the end realised that one expen-
sive / difficult thing for her charity was travel – they used hire cars to reach the schools in 
remote areas. 

• Someone from a medical charity initially did not know answers to this question, so she 
went and asked her senior colleagues responsible for delivering the services. (We recom-
mend you go and talk to your colleagues responsible for achieving the charity’s mission). 
She discovered that one barrier to their success was the need to conduct a human drug 
trials, for which legal cover would be very expensive.

Your answers
In the space below, go beyond saying ‘we need more money’ or ‘its only salaries that 
we need the money to pay for’. Think more broadly - what are the range of things that 
are difficult or expensive for your charity, but which, if you could do them, would ena-
ble your charity to do far more good? 

?
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Step 4. Useful companies - What companies or category of companies are in a position to help 
your charity overcome any of its key problems outlined in Step 3, and so better achieve its 
goals? 

Even if this thought process can be initially hard, and require further internal conversations, we 
have found that persevering with Step 3 almost always gives ideas for companies that merit a 
place in your Dream 10 List because they would make such a big difference. For example:

• For NSPCC one answer, that is one kind of company that’s able to help the charity reach 
far more children with its messaging, is a phone company. This seems so obvious in hind-
sight, but none of Ben’s colleagues had come to him asking for such a partnership, be-
cause few service delivery colleagues are likely to be thinking this way. If your colleagues 
think about companies at all, they probably would think of them as a source of cash, (or 
indeed, as part of the problem), not as part of a game-changing solution. 

• For the South African schools charity, one answer to this question was hire car companies. 
The fundraiser said to us ‘are you saying that rather than going to ask for 5000 rand from 
another company, I should just go to a hire care company to ask if they would donate use 
of a car for free, so they get partner status, and we don’t have to pay out 5000 rand per 
week? 

• For the medical charity having discovered about the importance of legal cover, she real-
ised that a couple of law firms needed to be on her Dream 10 list, and she had a really spe-
cific and interesting ask to make to them. Within two months she had secured pro bono 
support from a law firm worth over £100,000.

Your turn. In the space below explore this question. What companies / kinds of com-
pany are good at the area that your charity is weak at, but that would make a powerful 
difference if you were helped in this area?

?
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To refine your Dream 10 company ideas, you might some of the following ideas. But the most 
important thing is to first get started with the brainstorm questions above.

Further research to polish and hone the list

When you carry out further research, the following may be useful criteria to understand which 
companies should make it into your final Dream Ten list:

• Size / reach / resources (could they make a BIG difference?) 

• Reason for partnership - (ie clear reason(s) why such a partnership would deliver value to 
both parties) 

• Fit - their current brand / message / ‘direction of travel’ / values has some overlap with 
yours 

• Some other useful issues to research when planning what and how to build a relationship 
with this future partner 

• Current contacts / links to the company. If none now, how could you find the existing ones 
you are unaware of, or work out how to build them? 

• Timing. If Charity of the Year exists and is appropriate for us, what process and when? 

• CSR Policy 

• Past partners – and which could you call?

How to build relationships with your Dream 10 companies.

These are not the only ways to get a first informal meeting, but they are a really powerful start. 
However sophisticated your techniques become, these fundamentals are still likely to be part 
of what you do regularly to secure ‘test drives’.

• Your existing stakeholders. As mentioned earlier, it’s amazing how often someone in your 
board or within your organisation, knows someone who works at one of the target compa-
nies. Seek their help in getting an introduction. 

• The ambassador strategy. Draw up a list of supporters / donor / allies who are also prob-
ably well-connected business people. Call three of them and ask to meet for coffee ‘for 
some advice’. In the meeting, explain the rationale of the Dream 10, and ask if they know 
anyone who has influence in any of these (or similar) companies. 

Get their advice about the Dream 10 you’ve chosen. If the meeting proves helpful, ask if they’d 
be willing to act as an ambassador, helping you implement the Dream 10 corporate partner-
ship strategy, especially in terms of introductions. 
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Use events as part of your corporate strategy (ie rather than to make mon-
ey).

1. Existing events. Could you look at the events your charity is already running, but invite 
senior people from your Dream 10? If necessary, could you add a VIP / partner reception 
onto an existing event like a carol concert to make it special, so you can design the experi-
ence and messages to suit potential partners.  

2. Put on an inexpensive ‘croissants (or glass of wine) with our chief executive’ type of event. 
Not only does this give you a great reason to pick up the phone, even if they can’t make 
the date you can still offer to drop in for coffee instead. If you have enough lead time 
and are brave in picking up the phone, you should be able to get a dozen or more people 
to come, but even if only three or four people come and meet your CEO / head of pro-
grammes, that’s three or four valuable steps towards building a partnership, for the price 
of some croissants! 

3. Events to inspire. For some organisations this is easier than others, but with a little crea-
tivity most charities should be able to offer potential partners a chance to connect with 
the inspiring work your charity does. What I have found interesting is, given the enormous 
power if you get these right, how often they can be a little under-whelming (eg because 
your most inspiring project worker couldn’t make this date etc). 

Early in my career I felt there was little I could do influence the quality of these meetings / vis-
its to see my charity’s work, but in fact I was usually wrong about this. An immensely powerful 
question to ask yourself and your colleagues is: What could we possibly do to increase the reli-
ability (in terms of inspiration) of these project visits? How could we design the experience the 
potential partner receives more carefully? Of course things will always go a little different from 
the plan, but how can you maximise the chances that they’ll leave inspired.

Your turn. Pause for two minutes now and write down the names of 3 – 5 people you 
can already think of who like your charity and seem to be well-connected business 
people. Then (assuming you have some sense of your Dream 10 partners) I dare you to 
call them up and offer to buy them coffee. (Note this exercise is also worth doing with 
your colleagues in other teams).

?
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Set up an informal (eg coffee) meeting with someone at the company using 
your phone. 

Though you may have found this difficult in the past, try it with either:

1. iThe logic of the first half of the Dream 10 strategy (benefit to them) ie confidently explain 
that you’ve noticed their target market is identical to your most typical supporter, and 
so a strategic (ie business benefit) partnership would bring great potential for them as a 
company…OR 

2. The logic of the second half of the Dream 10 strategy, (the potential for a company with 
their strengths to make a disproportionate difference). Ie ‘Your chief executive has asked 
you to get advice from companies that are excellent in (eg reaching children who buy 
phones / safe travel in rural Africa / are experts at legal cover…etc), and would they meet 
you for 30 minutes to offer you some advice on how to solve it?’ 

Successful informal meetings with companies – what to say early on

Challenge 1. The first pitfall which will harm the chances of success in the meeting is how easy 
it is to talk too much at the beginning. As I explain in Personal Fundraising Power Part 1, if you 
really seek to influence, first seek to understand and appreciate their world. Of course, all your 
research before the meeting will help with this, but you still need aim to do more listening, less 
talking, early in the meeting. 

Top line, the structure of the meeting should be:

1. Be brief and set the frame. Help them want to open up.
2. Understand. Ask relevant questions and listen carefully to understand them (the person 

and the company)
3. Match. Say things to them which are interesting and relevant to their interests and busi-

ness situation. 

For more information about how to improve the Match section of the meeting, watch 
Personal Fundraising Power Part 1 – Influence. Using those techniques, practice using 
the Magic Formula to find the examples, psychology of influence tactics and numerical 
outcomes to ‘ignite a wanting’.
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Challenge 2. The second pitfall is if you allow their ‘frame’ of what ‘charity partnerships’ 
means), to dominate what you really mean.

(Frames are immensely important in face to face influencing, and few people understand 
them. The book that has most helped me in this area is Pitch Anything, by Oren Klaff. Or you 
could first watch his explanations on You tube.)

Unless you are prepared, there is a strong risk that the meeting will be derailed by the corpo-
rate executive misunderstanding what partnership with a charity means. We have found that 
almost always they think it only means a philanthropic arrangement (even if they nod when 
you say the words ‘strategic partnership’. 

So you must deliberately set the frame that it is much more than this (and much more valuable 
to them / worthy of their serious attention. Here are the five steps Ben has practiced, and that 
robustly changed the frame of the senior executive of the global insurance company. The ob-
jective is to help the other person be willing to open up and help you better understand their 
business situation. 

Ben’s 5 steps to set the frame early in the conversation with the company.

To increase the chances the potential partner will start to understand the potential of a great 
partnership, and therefore be willing to start explaining things which could help you create a 
genuinely helpful proposal, Ben usually aims to cover these five things early in the conversa-
tion.

1. The difference our charity makes. One or two sentences (no more!) stating the difference 
our charity makes to its beneficiaries 

2. Our challenge now. Why our traditional source(s) of support are more difficult now (eg 
advertising / direct mail is less effective nowadays) 

3. Partnership is the answer. So, we’ve found that partnerships are a fantastic solution (and 
we really mean partnership, ie not just a cheque, but actual benefit to both parties) 

4. An example of a business benefitting. For example, (eg share a Big Fat Claim of one of 
your existing partners benefiting, or something from the sector, eg sales of Domestos 
increased by 7% through the UNICEF / Unilever safe sanitation project.) 

5. elevant question(s). But to work out ideas for potential partnerships like this, we’d need to 
better understand the opportunities and challenges for your business…so may I ask…(ask a 
relevant question…)
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How to respond late in the meeting.

When it is your turn to talk in the meeting, you need to match and say something interesting 
and persuasive so that they are sufficiently interested to take this discussion further. To do 
this, my advice is to use The Magic Formula. For more information about how to do this, watch 
Personal Fundraising Power Part 1 – Influence. Use The Magic Formula to get the structure 
right, to find the examples, the psychology of influence tactics etc, so that what you say ‘ig-
nites a wanting’ on the part of the company, and they see value in meeting you again.

Winning 
Corporate
Partnerships

You’ve been working on:


